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Abstract— In experimental molecular biology,
bioinformatics techniques such as image and signal
processing allow extraction of useful results from large
amounts
of
raw
data.
In
the
field
of genetics and genomics, it aids in sequencing and
annotating genomes. Given a biological sequence, such as
a Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequence, biologists
would like to analyze what that sequence represents. A
challenging interest in computational biology at the
moment is finding genes in DNA sequences. A DNA
sequence consists of four nucleotide bases. There are two
untranslated regions UTR5’ and UTR3’, which is not
translated during the process of translation. The
nucleotide base pair between UTR5’ and UTR3’ is
known as the code section (CDS). Our goal is to find and
develop a way to determine a likelihood value (using
hidden Markov model), based on which the joining
sections of these three regions can by identified in any
given sequence.
Index Terms— UTR5’, UTR3’, CDS splice sites, hidden
Markov model, machine learning

I.

INTRODUCTION

Molecular biology is the branch of biology that
deals with the molecular basis of biological activity.
This field overlaps with other areas of biology and
chemistry, particularly genetics and biochemistry.
Years after the complicated chemical structure of the
DNA was entirely deciphered, microbiologists were
able to map the genome structure of organisms. The
order of the nucleotide bases in a genome is
determined by the DNA sequence. With our current
knowledge of DNA sequences, computational science
has developed ways of collecting and analyzing
complex biological data. Our research goal is to
develop a methodology that would find out the splice
sites of three specific sections of a DNA, namely the
untranslated region 5’ (UTR 5’), code section (CDS)
and untranslated region 3’ (UTR 3’). We aim to
provide a technique to identify the untranslated and
code sections from a given DNA sequence with a
considerable degree of accuracy. We used Hidden
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Markov model (HMM) to determine these three
regions on a strand of nucleotide sequence, and follow
an approach similar to the one described in Knapp and
Chen’s method [1]. Given a sequence of inputs and a
set of classes, a HMM assigns one the possible classes
to each input instance. In the case of gene-finders, the
inputs are DNA nucleotides and the classes assigned
are content signals or other regions, such as exons,
introns, and Poly (A) tails.
Hidden Markov model is probably the most
common approach to analyze biological data. They are
at the heart of a diverse range of applications. This
model is a formal foundation for developing
probabilistic models of linear sequence labeling
problems. It provides a conceptual toolkit for building
complex models based on an intuitive picture [2]. It is
not uncommon to leverage HMM for sequence
alignment, drug design, comparing profiles for protein
families, and predicting signal peptide from acid
sequences [3] [4]. Although HMM was mostly
developed for speech recognition in the early 1970s, it
is a statistical model very well-suited for applications
in molecular biology [5]. It is a particularly good fit
for problems with a simple grammatical structure,
including gene finding, profile searches, multiple
sequence alignment and regulatory site identification
[6].
II.

BACKGROUND

Hidden Markov model is used to train and analyze
the DNA base-pair sequences and detect the splice
sites between the code sections and the untranslated
regions. Genome sequences are annotated by a process
that includes prediction not just of coding genes, but
also of the untranslated regions, promoter regions,
pseudo-genes, direct and inverted repeats and other
genome units [7]. In genetics and molecular biology,
splicing is the alteration of messenger ribonucleic acid
(mRNA) by which the introns are removed and the
exons are joined together in the transcript. Since much
of the literature in this paper is on molecular biology,
some might find it a little hard to comprehend the
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subject matter. This paper attempts to give a brief
introduction to different biological terms and biotic
processes.
A. Central Dogma
The flow of genetic information within a biological
system is referred as central dogma. In this process
DNA under goes transcription to produce RNA, and
by translation RNA is transformed into protein. In
short and simple, according to the National Institutes
of Health (NIH), DNA makes RNA, and then RNA
makes protein; this general rule emphasized the order
of events from transcription through translation. The
central dogma is often expressed as the following:
“DNA makes RNA, RNA makes proteins, and
proteins make us” [8]. Fig. 1 below best describes the
flow of genetic data through the process of central
dogma.

Figure 1. Central Dogma

B. Structure of DNA
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a huge double
stranded helix molecule. The skeleton of formed up of
a complex chemical structure of a repeated pattern of
sugar (deoxyribose) and phosphate groups. There are
four complicated organic bases adenine (A), thymine
(T), guanine (G) and cytosine (C) attached to the
sugars. Two DNA strands that bind together in
opposite directions, are said to be antiparallel.
Scientists have named the end with the phosphate
group as 5' (five prime) end, and the end with the sugar
as 3' (three prime) end. Since the sides of the helix are
antiparallel, the 3' end on one side of the ladder is
opposite the 5' end on the other side [9].
By the process of central dogma the code sections
(CDS) of a DNA transforms to protein; a molecule that
performs chemical reactions necessary to sustain the
life of an organism. Some segment of the RNA
remains untranslated which are called untranslated
region (UTR), while the rest of the code section (CDS)
is translated to protein. However a significant portion
of DNA (more than 98% for humans) is non-coding,
meaning that these sections do not serve a function of
encoding proteins. From a detailed structure of a DNA
strand, we see it is divided into different segments. A
typical strand runs from 5' end to a 3' end, starting with
a polymer, followed by untranslated region 5' (UTR
5'). The alternating introns, and exons make up the
most of a strand, ending with an untranslated region 3'
(UTR 3'). An exon is a segment of a DNA or RNA
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molecule containing information coding for a protein
or peptide sequence. On the other hand, intron is a
segment that does not code for proteins and interrupt
the sequence of genes.
III.

RESEARCH GOAL

We aim to detect the splice sites of the untranslated
regions, specifically UTR 5’ and UTR 3’, and the code
section (CDS) from an unlabeled string of DNA
sequence. The motivation behind this is to contribute
in the annotation of genomic data. To create
genetically modified plants, biochemists have to know
which part of a target DNA holds the essential code
section. The first step is to separate the entire CDS
from the DNA thread. They rely on the laboratory
experiments which include determining the protein
functionalities using different enzymes. Once the
proteins are detected, UTRs can be cut off. Often
biochemists have to depend on the international
research works done on tagged UTRs and CDSs.
Our goal is to bring automation in this process. The
long hours spent in the laboratory can be significantly
reduced by applying principles of information science
and modern technologies. Applying statistical
analysis, mathematics and engineering to process the
DNA base-pair sequences by the algorithms of the
hidden Markov model, some patterns can be
determined. These patterns help identify the splice
sites of UTR 5’, CDS and UTR 3’. We propose a
solution which will help to detect and cut off the UTRs
from a given sequence with a significant accuracy.
Removing the UTRs will help researchers to look for
proteins and their functions in the code section.
A. Base Composition in Splice Sites
A typical DNA strand is formed by alternating
coding and noncoding regions, mostly noncoding
introns. Proteins are translated from a copy of the gene
where introns have been removed and exons are joined
together, a process called splicing. The exons are
always adjacent to the UTRs. The objective is to find
out the joining sites where the exons meet the UTRs.
Guigo and Fickett argues that the non-coding regions
are adenine (A) and thymine (T) rich, while the coding
regions are rich in guanine (G) and cytosine (C)
content [10]. Likewise the concentration of bases A
and T are more likely to be present in introns [11].
Thus we can infer, that the splice sites of the UTRs and

Figure 2. Splice Sites in a DNA Strand
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CDS (combined with exons and introns) can be
identified by observing the rapid variation of A, T with
the C G concentration along a DNA strand. As
described earlier the illustration in Fig. 2 shows the
splice sites, inter and intragenic regions in a strand.
B. Prior Researches
Our findings show numerous studies done in the
similar if not same research area. Many scholars were
confined within statistical and mathematical
approaches [12], others used the pattern recognition
algorithms, support vector machine (SVM) [13] and
bioinformatics tools. Classical techniques have been
used to address the problem of identifying specific
regions such as filtering methods [14], frequency
domain analysis, time domain analysis [18], and
hidden Markov model (HMM) [15] [16]. Soft
computing techniques resemble biological processes
more closely than traditional techniques. Soft
computing like fuzzy logic, neural network, statistical
inference, rule induction, genetic algorithms are
applied in many cases. There are works done on ideas
about probability including Bayesian network and
chaos theory [17]. We came upon some bioinformatics
software tools like FANTOM (Functional Annotation
of
the
Mouse)
and
BLAST
(Basic Local Alignment Search Tool). BLAST is used
to compare primary biological sequence information,
such
as
the
amino-acid
sequences
of
different proteins or the nucleotides of DNA
sequences. In our paper, we will show how HMMs can
be effective in solving this problem.
C. Solution Approaches
Initially we tried out several approaches to come up
with a solution to this problem. The failed approaches
are discussed here since we believe those unsuccessful
endings are also the outcome of this research.
Moreover anyone with the similar field of interest can
see the whole picture and if necessary avoid or
specially work on the methods that failed.
1)
Average Length: A simple way to find the
splice sites in the string of nucleotide bases is to take
the average length of the UTR and CDS from the
sample data set, and test the result for success.
2)
Naive Bayes Classifier: It was another
simple probabilistic classifier based on the application
of Bayes’ theorem. However, all the features in a
Bayes network are to be known to find out the required
output, which was unknown from the given context of
this research.
3)
Regular Expression: The use of regular
expression was ruled out due to the arbitrary presence
of the bases A, T, C and G in the DNA sequence string.
The degree of random is so high, that defining a
grammar in regular expression was futile.
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4)
ASCII Values of the Bases: The bases
are represented in strings as A, C, G and T. The
corresponding ASCII values (65, 67, 71 and 84
respectively) were used to find out a numeric value for
UTR 5’, CDS and UTR 3’. The summation of the
ASCII values of A, C, G and T present in three
sections were divided by the number of alphabets in
each section. However the results were not conclusive
since three values were very close to each other, thus
not being unique. The range in average for UTR 5’,
CDS and UTR 3’ was from 102 to 107.
5)
Machine Learning: Biology libraries are
available in different platforms in many languages.
Statistical model HMM are available in Biopython
library written in Python, Hmm.java APIs are
available in Java. Another useful tool kit in Java is
Weka, with its HMMWeka library. We looked into
these libraries, but none of them completely satisfied
our research outcome.
IV.

HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL

HMM is a powerful statistical model used in
computational biology. Although HMMs was first
developed in 1970s for pattern recognition in speech
handwriting, gesture recognition, and part-of-speech
tagging. From the late 1980s, HMMs began to be
applied to the analysis of biological sequences, in
particular DNA. Since then, they have become
ubiquitous in the field of bioinformatics. HMMs are
now widely used for biological sequence analysis
because of their ability to incorporate biological
information in their structure. An automatic means of
optimizing the structure of HMMs are highly
desirable. The “hidden” in Hidden Markov Models
comes from the fact that the observer does not know
in which state the system may be in, but has only a
probabilistic insight on where it should be. HMMs can
be seem as finite state machines where for each
sequence unit observation there is a state transition
and, for each state, there is a output symbol emission.
Traditionally, HMMs have been defined by the
following quintuple: [6] [16].
λ = (N, M, A, B, π)






(1)

N is the number of states for the model
M is the number of distinct observations
symbols per state, i.e. the discrete alphabet size.
A is the NxN state transition probability
distribution given as a matrix A = {aij}
B is the NxM observation symbol probability
distribution given as a matrix B = {bj (k)}
π is the initial state distribution vector π = {πi}
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Figure 3. States of Hidden Markov Model

V.

DATA SET AND SOURCE

The only biological data needed for the research
work are the DNA sequences. 70 complete nucleotide
sequence from the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) official website [18]. NCBI is
under the National Institutes of Health (NIH). The
NCBI has one of the world’s biggest collection of
databases relevant to biotechnology and biomedicine.
Major databases include FASTA and GenBank for
DNA sequences.
A typical data file of Malus zumi NHX1 is shown
in Fig. 4. It is a complete CDS sequence. Our test data
set was of 70 sequences of different species. These 70
sequences are trained in the system to find out the
probable likelihood. The HMM itself learns the
grammars and features from the data. We primarily
focused on nucleotide NHX1, which is a
Saccharomyces cerevisiae Na+/H+ and K+/H+
exchanger, required for intracellular sequestration of
Na+ and K+; located in the vacuole and late endosome
compartments; required for osmotolerance to acute
hypertonic shock and for vacuolar fusion. Other
nucleotides included in the training data set were
NHX2, NHA2, VPL27, and VPS44. The length of the
DNA sequences for this research varies from 1000 to
6000 base pairs (bp).
A. Creating Data Files
Sequences available at the NCBI gene bank were
downloaded in FASTA format. FASTA format is a
text-based format for representing either nucleotide
sequences or peptide sequences, in which nucleotides
or amino acids are represented using single-letter
codes. Text files were generated following the
standard alignment and sequence-oriented data
format. Each data sequence is annotated by NCBI. As
seen in Fig. 4, the three separated sections of alphabets
are UTR 5’, CDS and UTR 3’ respectively. The gene
sequences chosen must be of full length complete
CDS. If a partial sequence is taken into account the
training process will be faulty, resulting to a possible
wrong outcome.
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Figure 4. Data File with Annotated Sections

The number of base pairs (bp) in a nucleotide chain
is considered to be the length of the DNA
sequence. This length (i.e. number of nucleotide
bases) vary significantly from 200 to 6000; so does the
length of the CDS and UTRs. The challenge is to find
the code section within this wide range. Hence we took
only the full length complete DNA sequences under
consideration and divided them into two groups based
on their length. Typically a complete sequence ranges
from 1000 to 4500 bp.
The bar graph below shows average length of the
UTR 5’, CDS and UTR 3’. We collected the sequences
from NCBI. This bar graph is based upon the average
length of the test sequences whose total length is
<3000.

Average Length of UTR 5'
CDS & UTR 3' (bp <3000)
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
UTR 5'

CDS

UTR 3'

Figure 5. Bar Diagram showing average Length of UTR 5' CDS &
UTR 3’ (bp <3000)
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VI.

METHODOLOGY TO FIND CODE SECTION

The first step to determine the code sections (CDS)
in a DNA sequence we need to extract features. A
triplet of bases (3 bases) forms a codon. Each codon
codes for a particular amino acid (protein). The
universal feature for any CDS is that it starts with a
start codon and ends with a stop codon. What remains
before the start codon is untranslated region (UTR) 5’
and the portion after the stop codons is UTR 3’. The
only start codon in DNA is ATG (AUG in RNA), and
the stop codons are TAA, TAG and TGA (in RNA
UAA, UAG and UGA respectively). Another wellestablished feature of a DNA sequence is the
concentration of the bases in the introns and exons.
Exons are rich with AT base pair, and introns are rich
with CG base pair. Moreover the entire CDSs are
formed by the repetition of alternating exons and
introns. The CDSs always starts and ends with an
exon. These features extracted will be taken into
account to find an accepted outcome, which are
discussed in the following section.
A. System Initiation
Data files taken from NCBI are in FASTA format.
The nucleotide bases A, T, G and C are converted to
0, 1, 2 and 3 respectively, with a simple Java code. In
total seventy of these sequences are fed to the hidden
Markov model (HMM) built with Accord.NET
Framework. Each of the seventy sequences are
classified and tagged with a likelihood value by the
HMM. Those likelihood values are very small, and
expressed in exponential form. To convert this
extreme small likelihood value to an understandable
figure the Math.log( ) function (a 10 base log system)
was called upon each value.

possibility of better learning is amplified. Better the
training for machine leaning, better the classification
and accurate is the outcome. The system automatically
starts to trains itself and generate the likelihood values
when the path to an excel file is shown. The series of
steps of supervised machine learning, and the process
for classifying the biological data is described below.
The data from pre-generated excel files are
imported into the process. A classifier is created in the
Markov model, which then classifies the data. We
have used four states for classifying and analyzing the
data. As shown in Fig. 7 below. One can increase the
number of states in order to maximize the degree of
accuracy in classifying the data. Once the
classification commences, we then evaluate the
likelihood values of each CDS sequence that is
generated. Fig. 7 shows a screen shot of the application
developed to train the system with HMM and generate
the likelihood value for each DNA sequence. In the
first column shows the imported gene sequences. The
A, T, C, and G are replaced by 0, 1, 2, and 3
respectively. The three sections UTR 3’, CDS and
UTR 5’ are labeled A, B and C respectively. These
classes are placed in the second column under True
Class. After the Evaluate button is pressed, the system
generates a likelihood value and assigns a probable
class.

Figure 7. Likelihood values generated for each DNA sequence
input sequence

Figure 6. Flow Diagram of the entire process

B. Machine Learning
Seventy data sets are taken into account. These
nucleotide strands are base pair sequences of different
species, mostly plants. These seventy DNA sequences
are used to train the model. The likelihood value of
each sequence is stored. The HMM learn and classify
the information itself by going through the features of
the DNA strands. If we use more data for training, the
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C. CDS Windowing Process
Now the challenge is to detect the CDS regions in
an untagged DNA sequence. It is known from the
characteristics of a DNA sequence that the CDS lies
between a start and a stop codon. In order to find out
the probable CDS in an unknown DNA strand, we
have to clamp out all the substrings in that start with
ATG and ends with TAA, TAG or TGA. We have
termed the process of grouping the substrings of
credible CDSs as ‘windowing’. Our research is limited
within the length of DNA sequences with range of
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1000 bp to 6000 bp. Within this range there are
thousands of substrings which are likely to be the
actual CDS. In order to reduce the number of
substrings (windows) our research came up with a
logic. When a string is less than 3000 bp in length we
accept the start codon within the length range of 1-600.
And the corresponding stop codons are looked up
within the range 1600-2000. Similarly, when a string
is more than 3000 bp in length we accept the start
codon within the length range of 1-1600, and the
corresponding stop codons are acceptable within the
range 3300-5700. These ranges were determined by
carrying out trial and error tests procedures. This range
is fixed after the output produce was found to be
satisfactory.
TABLE I: Number of start and stop codon in a DNA
sequence
Total Sequence
Length
Less than 3000
3000 < Length < 6000

Start
Codon
0 – 600
0 – 2100

Stop Codon
1600 – 2200
3000 - 5700

D. Testing the System
It was found that following this logic the number
of CDS windows was decreased in a significant
manner. The process of efficient windowing is applied
on the unknown DNA string randomly chosen form
NCBI database. On an average 63 CDS windows are
generated. We developed a Java program to do the
windowing. Each of these windows is classified with
HMM to find out and store the likelihood value. All
the likelihood values are compared with the prior
knowledge database from the training. The top ten
sequences that match with the probability of the CDS
from the trained data sets are marked.
Now that the top probabilities of the CDS
substrings are known, we can easily mark the UTR 5’
and UTR 3’ portions from the unknown DNA

Window Range
3000
2000
1000
0
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29
Start CDS

End CDS

Figure 8. The range of windows found (length from start to stop
codon)
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sequence. The success rate of determining the UTRs
and CDSs from any random DNA sequence is
observed in the test environment. Fig. 8 is displaying
the CDS windows generated form and unknown DNA
sequence, used to test the constancy of the system. The
separate sub sequences of probable CDS sections after
windowing are also generated. Each of these
substrings generates a likelihood value. Those are
listed in an excel file.
VII. EVALUATION
In total 70 DNA nucleotide sequences were used to
train the HMM model and 164 random DNA were
used to test the system. The results were appreciable,
with a percentage of nearly 80% success in
determining the splice sites of an unknown DNA. Out
of the 164 sequences we tested, CDS and UTR splice
sites of 127 sequences were determined successfully.
NCBI has a collection of thousands of human
annotated DNA sequences by the polymerase chain
reaction (PCR). We regard these data sets as the gold
standard. They can be used to refer to the most
accurate test possible without restrictions. Comparing
our experimental findings with the gold standard we
settle on the success rate of our approach.
We must consider the facts that the DNA sequences
used were complete sequences, with a range of 1000
to 6000 bp length. One of the critical finding was that
the accuracy of determining the splice site is directly
related to the efficiency of marking the window of the
code sections. However more precise results can be
achieved if the tags are mentioned in the HMM. That
detects the patterns in the biological sequences. It is
seen from the test sequences that the rate of success is
well above 70%. It is observed that the number of
windows was reduce from over thousands to around
sixty. A better conclusion could be reached if the data
used for training the system were limited to sequences
of different type of species. However the diversity
among the living organisms is so vast that in
computational biology we cannot point out an exact
position number of the splice site.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The aim of this study was to design a methodology
that would determine the splice sites of untranslated
regions and code sections of the DNA. We succeeded
in this aim, and a comprehensive account of our
approaches has been presented in this paper. The key
features of our research are the use of Hidden Markov
Models, and the effective windowing process to
deduce probable code sections in an unknown
nucleotide sequence. The major outcomes are the
finding that the Hidden Markov Model is an excellent
model which for determining the likelihood value
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from known biological data, which can be used to find
code sections in other unknown sequences.
IX.

FUTURE WORK

This research work can be further extended to
finding out the splice sites of the introns and exons
which are the coding and noncoding regions within a
CDS. The approach and success of finding genes with
exon taxonomy is well documented by Knapp [1].
When the DNA transforms to a protein, the introns are
chipped off and the exons join together. The task of
finding out the protein functionalities and even drug
design can be related to this work. Although we were
able to find out and reduces the probable CDS
windows down to around sixty three from thousands,
further research is encouraged for finding even better
windowing approaches. This can be done by using
pattern recognition algorithms, mathematics and
biological features. Currently the approach is limited
to determining splice sites in smaller nucleotide
sequences with maximum length of 6000 base pairs.
Efforts can be given to find out ways to reach the
outcome with longer sequences over an expand
diversity.
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